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A BEAUFIGHTER'S. ADVENTURES

A white wake of spray whipped into the air by the slip-stream of a

low flying Heinkel bomber betrayed its presence to a patrolling Beaufighter,

and resulted in a running fight just above the waves, and the destruction

of the enemy aircraft.

The Beaufighter was on patrol when what appeared to be the wake of

a speed boat was seen. The pilot, pilot Officer A.B. Harvey, of Falmouth,

went down■to investigate and in the failing light of dusk recognised an

He.111, heading rapidly for Northern France very low over the water.

A switchback chase began in which the top rear gunner of the Heinkel

opened fire while his aircraft was skimming the waves. The German pilot

pulled his machine up sharply to give the bottom rear gunner an opportunity
to fire, and repeated the manoeuvre* He did it again, but this time the

Beaufighter's guns silenced the bottom rear gunner, r-he next moment the

starboard engine of the Beaufighter was hit and put out of action; a few

seconds later the port engine of the Heinkel burst into flames and black

smoke poured from it. After another burst of fire the Beaufighter's
windscreen was covered with oil and was hit by flying pieces from the

Heinkel. Flames shot from the Heinkel's upper turret, and then the gunfire
ceased.

At this stage, the Beaufighter* s other engine began to give trouble

and the pilot turned for home. But flying speed could not be maintained

and ho decided to come down on the water. But before this could be done the

engine exploded and fell out of its mounting* The starboard wing dropped
and hit the water - and the Beaufighter cartwheeled into the sea.

i'he pilot -tried to fight his way out under the water, but found after

undoing his harness that he was held by Ms helmet, and it took him some

seconds to break loose* When he came to the surface he heard Ms observer

calling out some distance away. He blew up his Mae West and swam to the

observer, Flying Officer B. Wicksteed, of London, a former Fleet Street

journalist, whom he found dazed and without his dinghy, which had been

wrenched from him while he was getting out of the aircraft.

The pilot blew up his observer's Mae West and then inflated his own

dinghy, and helped his observer into it. Ho swam alongside, pushing the

dinghy towards land, until he was almost exhausted and was forced to climb

into the dinghy himself. Between them the two men held up one of the

waterproof canopies as a sail and slowly approached the British coast.

Five hours later as they neared the beach, a large wave overturned

the dinghy and flung them out. The pilot, separated from his observer,
swam ashore and climbed the cliffs. There he found Marines, who started

a search for the observer. After thirty minutes they found him lying
unconscious on the beach.

Both are now in hospital suffering only from the shock of immersion

and minor bruises.


